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About This Game

'Death Coming' is a non-linear puzzle game where you take on the role of the Reaper. Your sole objective? Cause deaths and
harvest souls while abiding by the Free Will Clause.

Background Story

You Died.

Pure and simple, but death was not the end. You have become an agent of Death: a Reaper. You have the powers of Death, but
there are rules in this supernatural afterlife.
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The Reaper ends lives, but it cannot control humans directly due to the Free Will Clause. As the Reaper, you must plan and
execute your killings by using the environment to your advantage. In the meantime, be wary of Minions of Light, who will try to

save humans from their grim fate!

Key Features

● Isometric ‘God’ Perspective

View your hunting grounds from a top-down perspective. Follow the lives of your targets and those out to stop you.

● Non-linear Design

Start with any character you want, and solve the puzzles in any order you like within the limits of the Death Traps and weather
conditions.

● Observe, Plan, Execute

Observe the victims to find out their behavior and idiosyncracies. Trigger death traps at the right moment to kill efficiently. The
better you know their routines, the better you can prepare your death traps.

● Reactive AII

Victims will hang around spots they like and will change their actions and behavior when something happens to them, such as
seeing someone die.

● A Morbid Sense of Humor

From suburbia to missile factories, there’s always a wacky way to wreak havoc. Don’t be afraid to laugh at someone’s demise. If
you do what you love (in this case, harvesting souls), you'll never have to work a day in your life!
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Title: Death Coming
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
NEXT Studios
Publisher:
NEXT Studios
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista,Windows 7,Windows 10

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German,Russian,Turkish,Polish,Portuguese,Korean
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Short as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and contains some of the worst music I've ever heard.. So far so good, a unique artstyle and
a interesting deck\/card combat mechanic with a story thats fun so far.

For a more detailed opinion on the game you might want to watch.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=D_qwdsCbivI. ***WARNING: LONG AND IN-DEPTH REVIEW***
Only read if you want to know about the game in depth, I touch on all it offers.

It's alright for a mobile port probably one of the better ones we've seen on steam. It is a very simple game to play.
Play it with 1 hand and 1 finger no keyboard required just a mouse.
Has a little rpg-strategy with pause element to it, also has a little tower defense upgrading element to it.
Let me see if I can clarify my points a little better.

When you start a mission you get a set amount of resources to begin with, with these resources you can buy your turrets and if
you desire upgrades to the few you bought. As combat phase progresses you'll earn more resources and can use it to upgrade
current turrets on the fly or add more turrets if you have empty ports to add to. Also this resource can be used to activate your
defensive skills (these are unlocked as the game progresses) it all feels like a tower defense game in that regard. There is waves
of enemies that spawn, but very very thin pause in between each wave, so thin its hardly noticeable. Probably to keep combat
more fluid and engaging. Also a bit like a TD game. You can however upgrade your ship permanently to increase the amount of
resources you start with each mission.
Somewhat like an rpg game as each upgrade is counted as a level each per module. (I'll touch on this further in review)

The strategy bit falls into where you place your turrets on your ship. I've tried a couple different setups, some turret placements
can be more or less effective depending where you have placed these turrets on your hull. I'll use starter ship as an example,
starter ship before you unlock the ability to further improve your ship, starts with 3 turret ports. I have found with turrets
unlocked by 3rd mission placing rocket on the front and two gun turrets 1 of each on left and right worked better than placing rl
on left wing and gun turret front and right. I'm sure you can see where I'm going with this? The enemy will be attacking you
from 360 degree angle so placement is very important. Remember you are flying a battleship it is not as agile as a fighter so
speed and turning is much slower. So proper turret placement is deeply important.

The rpg side is mainly consisting of the permanent upgrading system. This is where things are more complex to clarify.
The only money you get to keep are from mission rewards, meaning no point hoarding resources you collect while in combat
phase. (so spend it with out fear but spend it wisely) Each mission reward amount is based on how much damage you take
during each combat phase. Don't worry it is decently forgiving.

The permanent upgrades are pretty vast, so don't be surprised if you find yourself in a moderate grind farming mission rewards
to upgrade your ship. You can upgrade your hull to allow you to install more turrets. The turret variety unlock as you progress.
There is 6 different turrets if you are curious. All designed to counter specific enemies (yep like a TD game lol)
Upgrade for durability this is your health gauge.
Upgrade your resistance to the games 2 damage types physical and optical.
Upgrade speed of your ship
Upgrade starting resources
upgrading the hull as I mentioned before.
(not sure what the caps for levels are i have starting resources at level 11 so far hull just level 5 with 7 turret ports)
That covers the ships upgrading you also have upgrade system for weapons and skills.
You can upgrade the potency of the weapons adding more damage and extra bonus like chance for instant kill, chance to slow
targets. Just some brief examples.
I haven't unlocked the skill upgrading system, but I've been playing games like this long enough. i'd bet its for duration and
damage as that seems the logical route.
The defensive skills are:
AoE explosion wipes entire screen of enemies, does moderate damage to and interrupts bosses healing abilities.
next would be the shield placed around your ship giving you few secs of invulnerability.
finally have the nitro as I'll call it to boost your ships speed 2 fold. Your ship is constantly moving it never stops.
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Also 3 more that i havn't unlocked as of yet.

There is a text story to follow if you are looking for that info aswell. Personally, i haven't been following it much other than
about some strange creatures or something like that. 3 chapters each 10 missions long and 1 extra chapter also 10 missions long,
plus when all said and done survival mode we all by now know what that means lol

Bottom line I'd give it a 7\/10 it's not perfect, but so far I've got enjoyment from it and sure, if you like the points i touched on
and the genre of game I'm sure you'd enjoy it aswell. It will sink some time for you.

If any other info you'd like to know, just drop me a line in the review comments.
If i got the answer you seek, I'd be happy to help.
I'm not going to answer technical support questions though, just game related.. There's some good songs in here but I'd say the
package overall (being a mixed bag in my opinion) isn't worth the $13 asking price.

My favorite songs were the three jazz covers: Court Begins on a Blue Note Scale, The Fragrance of Darkness; That is Coffee,
and Rise from the Ashes - Ending. These songs are fantastic and put a smile on my face.

You've also got some classic songs in a high quality format. They sound like they're the GBA versions (just a reaction, they
could not be. I didn't extensively check), which I'm not too fond of personally (I prefer the DS versions) but that's down to
preference. I'm not a big fan of the selection though.
For example, there's the Blue Badger theme which is a 20 second loop stretched out to 1:22 (I can't think of anyone who'd want
to listen to it for more than 3 seconds, honestly). Why they included that instead of something more iconic like the T&T
objection theme, I have no idea.

You've also got three orchestral remixes. I'm mixed on them personally.
The Steel Samurai remix is great-- you can feel the energy in the orchestra playing it. It's fun to listen to, minus the second half
where I think the arrangement kinda fell apart.
Those of Fey Blood has some really beautiful bits but I probably wouldn't choose to listen to it over other songs.
Courtroom Suite is pretty boring in my opinion. There doesn't seem to be a whole lot of energy behind the musicians and the
arrangement sounds repetitive. Even the pursuit theme section feels a bit soulless I think.

There's also a piano cover of the circus theme from Justice for All, which is a well-done piano rendition but... it's the circus
theme... from the case just about everyone hates.

Then there's 2 original vocal tracks which I'm indifferent on because it's just not my thing.. The game seems to have a lot of
content, and a player really can use this as a criteria to judge a game. The story is long enough to be enjoyable, and there are a
lot of characters, and nice soundtracks that go well with the story.

The game has a few puzzles that you can play through and are somewhat enjoyable, you can see that a lot of work has gone into
this game. The menu interface is well done, and the background art and characters are very original and fun to interact with.

Granted this is a story game more than anything else, and you will be reading and working your way through the game most of
the time with choices that will lead you through more dialogue. Some choices though only have 1 choice, so it is not really a
choice......there would be no need to have that window open up.

There is no animation in the game, just a series of static image art, of 2 characters on a well painted background and reading
through the story below. But, don't let this detract from the game as it is quite enjoyable.. Ehhhm wtf?!?!?!?! So I mean WTF?!
Dont buy this. Thats all I have to say.. Didn't find the story very compelling and wasn't too keen on the visuals, though I'm
certain both are someone else's cup of tea. Honestly I'm putting in the bare minimum to get the trading cards and maybe wrap
up the achievements farther down the road.
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I got to repair, plot course, and navigate a submarine, which was nice.. My grandmother died because of a mix of dementia and
old age last summer, I only visited her twice in the span of four- to six years. Now it's too late for me to visit her.

I love this game, it made me feel like a horrible person, but I simply didn't have the heart to see my grandmother in such a
terrible state. I'm so sorry.

The novel's full of simplistic, but still good, symbolism. Such as the different emperors of Memoria (pretty obvious ...), and of
course, the characters that the main character interacts with through the story.

 The ending can be interpreted in different ways, either as an afterlife or the main character's last dream before his death.

I recommend this novel if you want to think while reading it, maybe about the past, just like the main character. It can be
finished in an hour, maybe even less, but it will be worth it.. This Game is excellent. The stealth and puzzle game play is solid,
but that's not the sell here. It is the rest of it. Set in 12th century Syria, utilizing Islamic mythology and synthesizing it with
Crowleyesque fantasy, and looking like a cross between Persian\/Mughal miniature art and The Legend of Zelda, this game is a
unique aesthetique experience.. The choose-your-own adventure game I've been waiting for!

Choice of the Rock Star isn't one of the longer or deeper Choice of Games, but it's full of charm and each playthrough is just
the right length to make me want to dive back in to live a different life, with a wide range of possibilities for your band and
career. I recommend this game to anyone who's ever loved music.. I just realised I've played 21 hours of this game (maybe
more, I feel like Steam 'lost' the playing hours for several of my games over the years) and while looking to see what else existed
from the same developer, I found this game has very few reviews and they are 'mixed'! Travesty!

I have been coming back to this game year after year - it's such a great 10 minute time-filler and finally progressing past that
level that you have been stuck on for a couple of days is extremely satisfied (amplified by the adrenaline fuelled 60 seond
escape timer at the end of each level).

Recommendation:try the demo, buy a controller, buy the game, enjoy coming back to it for years to come.

Tips - On my latest games machine I have had issues with fullscreen on my 1920x1080 TV and have had to play windowed at a
lower resolution. It does not detract from the gameplay.. I have lot of opinions about this game. And just as I have pros and cons
I also have semi-pros and semi-cons.

Overall if you just want a "should I play or should I skip" I'd say that if you are a fan of visual novels and otomes certainly go
for it as this is one of the good ones and the amount of gameplay you get certainly fits the full price.

Now for a more in depth analysis:

Pros:

 characters with different personalities and distinct voices;

 a non passive, strong(-ish) main character;

 interesting lore and world building;

 great art;

 interesting routes;

Semi-pros & Sem-cons:
 the main character is certainly opinionated and strong. I must commend the creators on going with an
MC with personality. On the other hand her snarky personality sometimes seems way too forced. These
instances are not too detracting from the game so sometimes you can barely notice them but they feel like
a little hiccup on the flow of the action. She can be ... slightly unlikable in some instances, which overall
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isn't bad because it makes her more realistic but it leaves you (the player) feeling like you don't have
much say in what your character does and that the character is reacting to a situation in an unnatural
way. There needs to be a ballance between having a realistic character but still allowing the player to
insert themselves somewhat and feel like the character is reacting like a normal person would. The
attempt is certainly more than commendable even if it felt lacking.

 the routes certainly progress differently and focus on distinct aspects but some of them can feel too
similar.  For example two different routes for vampires felt very unnecessary even if they focused on
different things. To be completely honest, to me the whole of Marc's route felt forced and the
information we had from it could have easily been focused on in Eliott's route ven if the view point was
lightly different. At points i'd find myself powering through information I already knew from other
routes simply because it was written in a slightly different way therefore unskipable.

 the artwork is great, particularly with the sprites. The artists has some great painting skills! The CG's
though... some of them made me giggle at the anatomical problems. It didn't bother me much since the
story is always the main focus for me but it's something that I needed to consider.

 the lore. It was very interesting at first but during the following routes it felt either repetitive or way too
complex. At first I found myself visiting the journal to see what was being added but after two route I
gave up on it. One thing that could make this work would be forcing the player to search for information
on the journal to make choices or answer correctly in certan situations. It's a bit of a Checkov's Gun : If
you introduce something in the game, you need to make sure it's used by the end of it.

Cons:
 the music. I admit that halfway through the routes I started playing with no music on. The few
couple of tracks used started to grate on my ears due to being so repetitive. Music is good but
sometimes silence also works, at least gives you a moment to focus on the story whithout having to
think "I felt I hear this tune about a 100 times by now."

 the inconsistency between the content present on each route. Some routes had 3 endings while
others had 5. This shows one thing: the some of these routes could have been excluded in order to
focus on others. It makes some of them feel forced. You don't need a lot of LI's to have a nice
visual novel, you may have only two o even just one! (This makes me think of Aloners for
example) Just make sure the ones you have do have a compeling storyline and enough content to
make it natural and believable.

 the way the choice system worked was very inconsistent. More than half the time I couldn't
comprehend why I had to respond to things in a certain fashion which made me NEED to use a
walkthrough just to find certain endings as it seemed nearly impossible otherwise.

As I have stated I do recommend this game to visual novel and otome fans even if I think some
things could be improved. I'll certainly keep an eye on what the creator's will come up with next.
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